Demyelinating diseases, such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS), are responsible for a significant portion of the neurological disability burden worldwide, especially in young adults.
Introduction
Despite the existence of adult CNS stem and progenitor cells, the fully developed mammalian central nervous system is commonly viewed to have little to no regenerative capacity. However, the response to demyelination provides an excellent example of complete regeneration within the adult CNS. This chapter aims to discuss the CNS endogenous regeneration potential and ways of enhancing it, focusing specifically on demyelinating disease.
First, we review the biology of myelination, and remyelination in response to a demyelinating insult. Next, we present the most important examples of demyelinating disease and discuss why and how in these cases remyelination fails. Finally, we discuss the rationale and strategies of augmenting the endogenous regenerative potential of the CNS, and review recent advances in this field. We describe how targeting endogenous stem cells for regeneration is a viable and attractive alternative to cell transplant therapies in demyelinating disease.
Overview: Myelination and remyelination

The myelinated CNS -an evolutionary milestone
Myelination, the ensheathment of axons in a compacted, lipid rich, multi-layered insulating membrane, was an evolutionary milestone for craniate vertebrates -it allowed them to develop complex predatory and escape behaviors, while increasing their body size (Zalc et al, 2008) . Myelin serves a multitude of functions in the CNS. Crucially, the myelin sheath creates a region of high resistance and low capacitance around the myelinated part of the axon, enabling saltatory conduction (Felts et al, 1997) and increasing axonal transmission speed 20-100 times (Nave & Werner 2014) , while optimizing neurotransmitter efficiency. As well as accelerating conduction, myelination offers trophic (Griffiths et al 1998 , Lappke-Siefke et al, 2003 and metabolic (Lee et al 2012 , Funfshilling et al, 2014 support to the axon, making it an essential neuroprotective element of the CNS. Finally, changes in myelination throughout adult life have recently been proposed as a mechanism of functional plasticity within the adult CNS, implicated in memory and learning (reviewed in Richardson, 2016 and Tomassy et al, 2016) .
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These functions, together with the fact that white matter makes up over 40% of the human brain (Snaidero and Simons, 2014) , point toward an integral role of myelin in the adult mammalian brain, as evidenced by the devastating effects of demyelinating diseases (see below).
Developmental myelination
Myelin in the CNS is produced by oligodendrocytes. These cells arise from Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cells (OPCs) which proliferate, migrate and differentiate, extending cytoplasmic sheaths towards axons which they are to myelinate (reviewed in Emery and Lu, 2015) . Once axonal contact is established, oligodendrocyte sheaths enwrap the axon, and compact around it forming mature myelin (reviewed in Simons and Nave 2016) . Each oligodendrocyte can extend up to 80 myelinating processes (Chong et al, 2012) , and almost never myelinates neighboring paranodes within the same axon (Young et al, 2013) .
In rodents, myelination peaks around postnatal day 14 and is largely completed by day 60 (Rivers et al, 2008) . In contrast, in humans developmental myelination is prolonged and peaks around the 3 rd -5 th year of life (Yeung et al, 2014) , continuing into the second decade (Giedd et al, 1999) .
The Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cell
Oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPC) arise in multiple independent populations from distinct domains of the neuroepithelium during development (reviewed in Fancy et al, 2011a) and migrate extensively to populate the CNS and differentiate into oligodendrocytes. A proportion of OPCs remain in the adult CNS in the undifferentiated state. These cells, characterized by the expression of NG2, A2B5 and Pdgfr (Horner et al, 2000; Pringle et al, 1992; Raff et al, 1986) are widespread in the grey and white matter, and amount to 5-8% of all the cells in the mature CNS (Levine et al, 2001) . They are the main proliferating cell population in the CNS, and an essential reservoir of progenitors for remyelination (see below). As such, they have been viewed as adult stem cells of the CNS (Crawford et al, 2014) . Indeed, they continue to proliferate throughout life, demonstrating robust capacity for self-renewal. Lineage tracing studies have confirmed their multipotency, showing that OPCs can differentiate into oligodendrocytes and astrocytes in development, and into oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and Schwann cells (the neural crest derived myelinating cells of the PNS) in adult life (Kang et al, 2010; Rivers et al, 2008; Zawadzka et al, 2010; Zhu et al, 2008) . These features provide a strong basis to consider the OPC as a type of adult stem cell, a helpful framework within which to study their behaviour in the context of cancer, ageing and regeneration. OPCs can also be generated in adult life from neural stem cells of the subventricular zone (SVZ), and have been shown to contribute to remyelination in the vicinity of the SVZ (Jabłońska et al, 2010; NaitOumesmar et al, 1999) . However, as the structure of the human SVZ is very different to the rodent one (Fietz et al, 2012; Lim and Alvarez-Buylla, 2016) , the relevance of this finding to human remyelination is unclear.
Finally, as well as a central role in myelination and remyelination, OPCs have been shown to play physiological roles in the resting adult CNS, notably in modulating synaptic transmission (discussed in Dimou and Gallo, 2015) .
Remyelination -the default response to a demyelinating insult
In response to demyelination, the adult CNS regenerates myelin sheaths restoring saltatory conduction (Smith et al, 1979) and reversing functional deficits (Duncan et al, 2009; Jeffery and Blakemore, 1997; Liebetanz and Merkler, 2006) in a process called remyelination. This is a unique example of regeneration in an otherwise poorly regenerating central nervous system, and is the default outcome in both experimental models of demyelination and in naturallyoccurring CNS diseases, including those of humans (Lasiene et al, 2008; Patrikios et al, 2006; Smith and Jeffery, 2006) . Remyelination is achieved by OPCs, and broadly follows the principles of developmental myelination, with some exceptions (Fancy et al, 2011a) .
In response to myelin and oligodendrocyte damage, resident astrocytes and microglia produce factors which initiate the inflammatory response and activate OPCs within and around the damaged area. Activated OPCs undergo a change in morphology (Levine and Reynolds 1999) , upregulate specific activation genes, re-express developmental markers (Fancy et al, 6 2004; Moyon et al, 2016; Watanabe et al, 2004) and become more responsive to mitogens produced by surrounding cells (Hinks and Franklin, 1999) .
Using environmental cues, activated OPCs proliferate and migrate into and within the lesion. This constitutes the recruitment phase of remyelination. In the next phase of remyelination, OPCs exit the cell cycle and differentiate into oligodendrocytes. These cells establish contact with denuded axons, and extend cytoplasmic processes, which wrap around them and form a compact myelin sheath. Apart from the smallest diameter myelinated axons, remyelinated axons are characterized by a thinner myelin sheath relative to their diameter (i.e. higher g ratio). The functional significance of this finding is currently unknown. The g ratio appears to be unchanged if the remyelination is carried out by SVZ derived OPCs, although this may be due to the small diameter of the axons of the corpus callosum (Stidworthy et al, 2003) .
Demyelination
Myelin disorders
Many myelin disorders have been described in human and non-human species (reviewed in Duncan and Radcliff, 2016) . These can be broadly divided into primary genetic disorders of myelination, acquired inflammatory (including autoimmune) disorders, toxic disorders, and traumatic loss of myelin. The myelin loss that follows primary axon degeneration is sometimes called secondary demyelination, but this is a misleading term for what should be referred to as Wallerian degeneration.
Genetic disorders of myelination can be due to inherent errors in lipid metabolism (e.g. X linked adrenoleukodystrophy), mutations of essential myelin genes (e.g., Pelizaeus Merzbacher disease), lysosomal storage disorders (e.g. Krabbe's disease) or mitochondrial mutations (e.g. Kearns-Sayre syndrome). As well as frank demyelination, these disorders often involve abnormalities in developmental myelination and lead to hypomyelination or dysmyelination. As the causes of these diseases are inherent to the oligodendroglial lineage, they are not amenable to endogenous remyelination enhancement and will not be discussed further.
Consequences of demyelination
True demyelinating disease is characterized by denuded but otherwise intact axons. This can happen either because the myelin sheaths themselves have been damaged, or due to death of oligodendrocytes that produce and maintain them. A common pathological alteration of the myelin sheath is vacuolation -fluid seen in extracellular space between layers of myelin.
Vacuolation may in turn lead to myelin sheaths becoming dissociated from the axon, resulting in axon denudation. Denuded axons temporarily stall action potential transmission (Felts et al, 1997 ) and the axonal membrane must be modified to allow for slower and more energy demanding, continuous action potential conduction. In addition, naked axons are more vulnerable, as they no longer have the trophic and metabolic support and barrier of the surrounding myelin sheath. If the axon is not quickly remyelinated it remains vulnerable to degeneration, which in turn leads to irreversible functional deficits (Franklin et al, 2012) .
Acquired demyelinating disorders
The most common demyelinating disease in humans, affecting 2-2.5 million people worldwide (Milo and Kahana, 2010) , is Multiple Sclerosis (MS). MS is an autoimmune disease of the brain, optic nerve and spinal cord, where focal lymphocytic infiltration leads to damage of myelin and axons (Compston and Coles, 2008) . After an initial relapsing-remitting stage of the disease, it almost invariably progresses to a degenerative stage where chronic demyelination leads to axonal loss and permanent functional decline (Nave and Trapp, 2008) , resulting in major disability and a 5-10 year reduction of life expectancy.
The cause of MS is not currently known, but likely represents a complex interaction of environmental circumstance and genetic predisposition, as both environmental and hereditary risk factors have been identified. Although the pathology of MS has been extensively studied, the disease mechanisms also remain elusive. This may in part be due to the intrinsic heterogeneity of the disease between individuals and between lesions within a single individual. However, regardless of these diverse pathological mechanisms, a common feature is failure of remyelination resulting in neurodegeneration.
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Primary demyelination is also a feature of neurological disorders including traumatic spinal cord injury and ischemic disease. It is likely that in both cases primary demyelination is followed by remyelination (albeit occurring at a rate that is age dependent). Whether there is persistent demyelination leading to axonal degeneration in either situation is unclear and in our view unlikely.
Experimental models of demyelination
In order to study the mechanisms of remyelination, the progression of inflammatory demyelinating disease and the potential for remyelination enhancement via therapeutic interventions, various experimental models have been developed. Most of these models are based either on toxin induced demyelination, or on immune induced inflammation with variable degrees of demyelination.
Toxin induced demyelination can be achieved systemically or focally (reviewed in Blakemore and Franklin, 2008) . Focally induced toxic demyelination has proven an invaluable tool for studying the biology of the remyelination process. It is usually achieved by microinjecting ethidium bromide or lysolecithin into large white matter tracts of rodents. This creates local reproducible lesions, which undergo synchronous demyelination and remyelination. These are sometimes described as non-inflammatory models of demyelination; however, this is incorrect since, as with all injury models, they trigger an innate immune response, and the lysolecithin model also features a small involvement of adaptive immune cells. Such lesions are invaluable for dissecting different aspects of the remyelination process and how it responds to perturbations. However, these lesions remyelinate very efficiently, and although remyelination can be slowed by using aged animals (see below), it always proceeds to completion.
Systemically-delivered toxin-induced demyelination by oral administration of cuprizone is an alternative toxin model. The basic mode of action of cuprizone, a copper chelator, is presumed to be inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation. The reasons for its selectivity to particular regions of white matter is unknown, and it is presumed to influence other cells and processes in the body. This model is dependent on the species and strain of the animal used, the dosage of cuprizone, and the administration regimen. Repeat exposure can result in a model of chronic demyelination in which the acute inflammatory response is much subsided (Mason et al, 2004) , a feature which together with the ease of administration makes it a popular although not necessarily optimum model. All these models have led to important discoveries and therapeutic developments (see below). However, it is often highlighted that species differences may lead to setbacks (although this is perhaps more true of immune cells than those of the CNS). Recently an interesting new experimental model has been developed based on use of a humanized mouse. Goldman and colleagues have generated mice completely myelinated by human oligodendrocytes and populated by human OPCs by transplanting human neural progenitor cells into neonatal mice (reviewed in Goldman et al, 2015) . It has been proposed, that inducing demyelination in these mice would enable direct observation and experimental perturbation of human OPC mediated remyelination (Dietz et al, 2016) .
Failure of remyelination 4.1 Why does remyelination fail?
As well as disease specific reasons for remyelination failure (see below), the efficiency of the process is dependent on a host of generic (non disease specific) characteristics (Franklin and ffrench-Constant, 2008 ) like genetic background (Bieber et al, 2005) , age (Shields et al, 1999) and gender (Li et al, 2006) . Of these factors, age seems to be the most influential, and the most important for the progression of MS (Confavreux and Vukusic, 2006) . All regenerative processes decrease with age, largely due to decreased function of adult somatic stem and progenitor cells (Sousounis et al, 2014) , and remyelination is no exception. Both recruitment and differentiation phases of remyelination are slower in aged animals (Sim et al, 2002) .
At what stage does remyelination fail?
In order for efficient remyelination to occur, activated OPCs must be recruited into the lesion and differentiate into myelinating oligodendrocytes. Failure at any point of this progression will result in a delay or arrest in remyelination. Numerous studies have attempted to elucidate the crucial point at which the process fails.
It is conceivable that remyelination would fail due to an age-associated decline in the numbers of adult OPCs. However, there is no good evidence to support this and the density of OPCs appears to remain stable throughout adult life (e.g. Sim et al. 2002) .
A second possible reason for remyelination failure is that there is a failure of recruitment.
This possibility is illustrated by the existence of MS lesions completely devoid of OPCs which is perhaps related to the presence of antibodies against the OPC antigen NG2 (Niehaus et al, 2000) . Aged OPCs are recruited more slowly into lesions, possibly because they take more time to respond to growth factors and are less responsive to migration cues (Sim et al, 2002) . The lesion size will also influence the time it requires for OPC recruitment, especially if they are all recruited from outside the lesion boundary (Chari et al, 2003) .
However, though undoubtedly affected by ageing, at least in rodents failure of recruitment does not seem to be the rate limiting step of remyelination, as augmentation of recruitment 11 into lesions in aged animals does not cause an improvement of the rate of remyelination (Woodruff et al, 2004) . This study points to the possibility that OPC differentiation is the rate limiting step of remyelination with ageing -a hypothesis further strengthened by the existence of chronic MS lesions with OPCs and pre-oligodendrocytes seemingly unable to differentiate or myelinate (Chang et al, 2002; Kuhlmann et al, 2008) . Due to this, many studies aiming to find a therapeutic target enhancing remyelination have concentrated on promoting OPC differentiation.
A recent hypothesis based on observations on human OPCs (discussed in Dietz et al, 2016) proposes that OPC differentiation efficiency depends on OPC density in the lesioned area. It has been noticed, that transplanted human OPCs tend to myelinate the axons of shiverer mice efficiently only once they reach a density of > 30 000 cells/mm 2 . As density dependent differentiation has been described in vitro (Rosenberg et al, 2008 ) and a mechanism for OPCs sensing their local density has been proposed (Hughes et al, 2013) , it is a possible mechanism of differentiation regulation. The authors propose a lower limit of OPC density of 10 000 cells/ mm 2 needed for differentiation to continue, based on OPC densities in normal adult white matter, periplaque regions and in regions of chronic demyelination. If this is the case, then experimental rodent models of remyelination almost never fall short of this limit, therefore density is never the rate limiting step in those models. Though not directly proven, this model is interesting as it functionally links the recruitment and differentiation phases of remyelination.
Remyelination failure: intrinsic properties of remyelinating cells vs. extrinsic properties of the environment
Regardless of the point at which remyelination fails, the failure of this process can always be traced to intrinsic changes within the OPC or extrinsic disturbances within the environment.
Though a clear distinction between the two is difficult, it is a helpful framework with which to discuss remyelination failure. As adult stem cells show a deregulated epigenetic and transcriptional profile with ageing (Chambers et al, 2007; Liu et al, 2013) , we can expect a similar process to be going on within the adult OPC. Indeed, changes within the OPC itself have been documented -aged OPCs transplanted into a lesion environment show a slower recruitment compared to younger controls (Chiari et al, 2003) and in older mice OPCs are more likely to differentiate into astrocytes in lesions (Doucette et al, 2010) . Moreover, epigenetic dysregulation in aged OPCs has also been observed (Shen et al, 2008) . In aged OPCs, insufficient recruitment of HDACs (histone deacetylases) to promoter regions of differentiation inhibitors like Hes5 leaves them active and stalls differentiation. As well as intrinsic disturbances, studies have identified a myriad of extrinsic sources which might contribute to remyelination failure (van Wijngaarden and Franklin, 2013) . This is often a consequence of the presence of inhibiting factors within the lesion, or the absence of essential promoting factors that are normally present within the remyelinating environment.
Dysregulation of the innate immune response
The innate immune response is crucial for efficient remyelination (reviewed in McMurran et al, 2016; Miron and Franklin, 2014) . Following a demyelinating injury, microglia and peripheral macrophages migrate into the lesion attracted by factors released by damaged cells. They phagocytose myelin debris and secrete factors stimulating OPC recruitment and differentiation.
With ageing, both of these functions are reduced (Miron et al, 2013; Natrajan et al, 2015; Ruckh et al, 2012) . This stalls remyelination in a twofold manner: first, by reducing the amount of factors directly regulating OPC function and, second, by reducing the efficiency of phagocytic removal of myelin debris, which inhibits differentiation (Kotter et al, 2005) . These effects can be experimentally mimicked by reducing macrophage number or activation, or by injecting myelin debris into a lesion (Kotter et al, 2001; Kotter et al, 2006) .
Dysregulation of the migratory cues
Both in development and in remyelination, OPCs use migratory cues to find the area they are to (re)populate. For example, class 3 semaphorins have been described to regulate developmental OPC migration in an antagonistic fashion -SEMA3A serving as a repellent and SEMA3F as an attractant (Spassky et al 2002) . Both were found to be expressed in MS brains and in response to experimental demyelination (Williams et al, 2007) . The imbalance of these factors could be the reason for remyelination failure, especially in MS lesions devoid of OPCs . In addition to these guidance functions, SEMA3A inhibits OPC differentiation in vitro and in CCP lesions (Syed et al, 2011) , further implicating overexpression of this molecule as a potential cause of remyelination failure.
Inhibitory extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules within the lesion
The adult CNS is devoid of a conventional extracellular matrix; however, ECM molecules are expressed in development and re-expressed following CNS insults (Colognato and Tzvetanova, 2011; ). Glycosaminoglycans (GAGc) are amongst the re-expressed ECM molecules within lesions. Two types of GAGs are implicated in inhibiting remyelination:
hyaluronans and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs). Hyalouronan is found accumulating in spinal cord injury and MS lesions (Back et al, 2005) . In response to demyelination, high molecular weight hyaluronan is synthesized by astrocytes in MS and EAE. Oligodendrocyteexpressed hyaluronidases attempt to degrade it, and the products of this degradation interact with the TLR2 receptors on oligodendroglia leading to OPC maturation arrest (Preston et al, 2013; Sloane et al, 2010) . CSPGs, also found in MS lesions (Sobel and Ahmed, 2001; van Horssen et al, 2006) have similarly been shown to arrest OPC process outgrowth and remyelination through interacting with the PTP receptor (Pendelton et al, 2013) . Importantly, this inhibition can be reduced by administration of chondroitinase ABC (Lau et al, 2012; Pendelton et al, 2013) or by inhibiting CSPG synthesis (Keough et al, 2016) , proving that the CSPG mediated differentiation block was reversible.
Axon-oligodendrocyte interactions
It seems likely that the longer an axon remains demyelinated, the more vulnerable to degeneration it becomes (Franklin et al, 2012) . Demyelinated axons express PSA-NCAM on their surface, a neural cell adhesion molecule that must become downregulated if efficient myelination is to occur (Charles et al, 2000; Fewou et al, 2007) . PSA-NCAM is expressed on the surface of 11-19% of demyelinated axons in MS lesions (Charles et al, 2002) , potentially inhibiting their remyelination.
Recently, it has also been shown that in order to remyelinate efficiently, axons must be electrically active and release glutamate. Blocking neuronal activity, axonal vesicular release or 14 AMPA receptors in demyelinated lesions reduces remyelination and increases the number of undifferentiated OPCs within lesions (Gautier et al, 2015) .
Efficient remyelination -the role of cell signaling pathways
Remyelination failure often involves the dysregulation of molecular pathways essential for oligodendrocyte differentiation and myelination. These pathways integrate extrinsic information from the extracellular signaling molecules with the intrinsic state of the cell, to drive, permit or inhibit efficient remyelination. For this reason, many have been researched and targeted for therapeutic enhancement of remyelination.
When cell signaling pathways involved in remyelination control, such as the Wnt pathway (reviewed in Guo et al, 2015) , the Notch pathway (Brosnan and John, 2008) or the BMP pathway (Grinspan et al, 2015) began to be discovered, it was hoped that simple inhibition or enhancement of a given pathway would enhance remyelination in disease states . Increasingly however, the complexity, crosstalk and non-binary nature of these signals is beginning to be recognized, and the reality is much more challenging. A summary of the role of Wnt in OPC differentiation illustrates this.
The canonical Wnt signaling pathway is highly conserved and crucial for the specification, (Fancy et al, 2009) , while Axin2 (one of -catenin degradation complex factors) double knockout mice also showed delayed remyelination in comparison to wild type controls, despite exhibiting normal OPC recruitment (Fancy et al, 2011b) . Moreover, treatment of wild type mice with XAV939 -an Axin2 stabilizer (and thereby a promoter of -catenin degradation), significantly increased the rate of OPC differentiation within lysolecithin lesions (Fancy et al, 2011b) . These studies, together with similar findings in developmental myelination and reports of increased Wnt pathway gene and protein expression in the context of MS lesions (Han et al, 2008; Lock et al, 2002) indicate inhibitory effects of high Wnt tone on OPC differentiation.
However, addition of Wnt stimulates oligodendrocyte maturation in culture, while overexpression of nucleus-located -catenin increases proteolipid protein promoter activity (Tawk et al, 2011) . Furthermore, remyelination is stalled in Tcf4 null mice (Ye et al, 2009 ).
In an attempt to reconcile these seemingly contradictory results, a model where Tcf4 triggered opposing actions depending on the whether it was coupled with -catenin or HDAC1/2 has been proposed -as histone deacetylases were found to compete with -catenin for binding to Tcf4 (Ye et al, 2009 ). Alternatively, it has been hypothesized that Tcf4 activation is not necessarily always coupled to Wnt/-catenin signaling and increased Tcf4 activation in OPCs failing to differentiate could be a secondary effect rather than a cause of differentiation failure in the first place . A generalized model of Wnt signaling in remyelination has been proposed by Guo and colleagues, postulating that the outcome of Wnt signaling depends on the differentiation stage of the cell. The transition of OPC to immature oligodendrocyte is hypothesized to require a low level Wnt tone, and so a pathologically high Wnt tone will cause differentiation inhibition . Meanwhile further maturation to myelinating oligodendrocyte is proposed to require -catenin-independent Tcf4 activation, uncoupling Tcf4 action and expression from Wnt tone (Guo et al, 2015) .
To further complicate matters, non-canonical Wnt pathways could also play a role in myelination, and Wnt signaling has been proven to crosstalk with the Akt/mTOR pathway in the oligodendrocyte lineage (Tyler et al, 2009 ) and doubtless with many more.
As with the Wnt pathway, many other critical signaling pathways have been discovered to modulate remyelination in a diverse, context dependent manner (Gaesser and Fyffe-Maricich, 2016) , and although a predominant effect is often present, such pleiotropism presents challenges for developing therapeutic interventions.
Enhancing endogenous stem cells -current and future therapies
In establishing effective therapies for myelin disease, two strategies have been pursued: 1) enhancing endogenous remyelination and 2) providing exogenous myelinating cells by cell transplantation. In the context of intrinsic disorders of myelin assembly or metabolism,
providing an exogenous source of myelination is the logical approach. However, in the case of acquired demyelinating disorders, remyelination failure is likely more due to pathological changes of the lesion environment, than a failure of the remyelinating cells themselves. Indeed, myelinogenic cells often fail to survive or sufficiently differentiate when transplanted into demyelinated lesion environments (reviewed by Pluchino et al, 2004) . Crucially, intrinsic changes in failing OPCs have been proven to be, in principle, reversible, and could be overcome by environment modification (Ruckh et al, 2012) . Therefore, it makes sense to attempt enhancement of endogenous remyelination when considering therapies for acquired demyelinating disorders.
Although the endogenous enhancement approach circumvents many problems related with cell transplantation (such as optimizing cell delivery, considering the ethics, immunological implications and sustainability of the cell source, etc.), it comes with its own challenges. For any remyelination enhancing therapy to be effective, it must be delivered efficiently to the site of action (i.e. past the blood brain barrier), act specifically on the cells of interest and reliably trigger the appropriate response. As with all remyelinating therapies, an objective, standardized and relatively non-invasive way of assessing outcomes must be available in order to compare and evaluate outcomes of proposed treatments against each other and the current clinical gold standard.
Rejuvenation as an approach to enhance remyelination
Ageing is one of the crucial contributory factors of remyelination failure. Experiments using heterochronic parabiosis of old and young animals have proven that lesions in old animals can be efficiently remyelinated by old OPCs, provided they are exposed to a young environment (Ruckh et al, 2012) . These experiments further demonstrated that the rejuvenation effects were in part due to increased myelin debris phagocytizing efficiency of young macrophages and that serum-derived factors from the young circulation also contribute to the rejuvenation effect.
Much recent research has centered on the hallmarks of ageing and interventions designed to reverse or slow it (Lopez-Otin et al, 2013) . It seems likely that ageing will affect the inherent behavior of adult OPCs and indeed, age related epigenetic dysregulation of OPCs has been demonstrated (Shen et al, 2008) .
Physiological interventions resulting in decreased anabolic signaling (like dietary restriction and endurance training) or drugs that mimic such interventions, extend lifespan in animals (Fontana et al, 2010; Harrison et al, 2009) , and slow the progression of numerous age related disease processes including neurodegeneration (Duan and Ross, 2010) . Given that these strategies have been demonstrated to enhance the function of other adult stem cells (Cerletti et al,2012; Chen et al 2003; Yilmaz et al, 2012) it seems very likely that these interventions will be beneficial in enhancing remyelination.
The translational pathway -from bench to bedside
Many remyelination enhancing drugs currently in pre-clinical testing or clinical trials are the result of a systematic search for therapeutic targets. The approach is based on the identification of non-redundant pathways and critical downstream effectors, augmentation or inhibition of which leads to enhancement of remyelination. These pathways, or their modulators are often identified through a screen based study. If the validation data are promising, the finding is further tested in various experimental disease models, often where the translatability of the modulating compounds, the routes of delivery and potential side effects are beginning to be explored. Finally, if animal studies show a robust effect, the experimental compound is taken to clinical trials to assess the safety, tolerability and efficacy in humans.
Lingo1 inhibition
In search for pathways inhibiting axon regeneration, a receptor complex inhibiting neurite outgrowth in response to myelin debris was described. This complex, composed of the Nogo66 and p75NTR receptors, was found to inhibit neurite outgrowth through RhoA inhibition (Fournier et al, 2001) . In an attempt to identify the NgR1 complex activators by screening uncharacterized, CNS-specific proteins, the LRR and Ig domain-containing, Nogo Receptor interacting protein, LINGO-1, was found (Mi et al, 2004) . Later, this protein was shown to inhibit oligodendrocyte differentiation via homophilic extracellular interactions and by blocking activation of ErbB2 (Mi et al, 2005; Lee et al, 2014) .
Lingo1 is expressed in the CNS and its inhibition using multiple approaches in culture enhances OPC differentiation (Mi et al, 2005) . Lingo1 inhibition was also found to enhance dorsal root ganglion (DRG) co-culture myelination (Lee et al, 2007) . Furthermore, OPCs from Lingo1 knockout animals exhibited enhanced differentiation in vitro (Mi et al, 2005) .
In animal studies, Lingo inhibition was found to enhance remyelination in lysolecithin and cuprizone models of demyelination. Lingo1 knockout mice were found to exhibit resistance to EAE development, while inhibiting Lingo1 in wild type EAE mice, mitigated disease severity leading to improved regeneration and function (Mi et al, 2007; Mi et al 2009) . However, increased remyelination efficiency in Lingo1 knock-out mice has not been reported neither has there been a systematic analysis of Lingo1 expression in oligodendrocyte lineage cells in the various models of CNS demyelination and remyelination.
Based on the pre-clinical data, BIIB033, a fully humanized IgG1 monoclonal anti Lingo1 antibody was developed. The antibody was found to be safe and well tolerated in Phase I clinical trials, and two phase II trials were set up. The first, a trial of anti Lingo1 therapy in optic neuritis, failed to reach its primary endpoint (retinal fiber thickness preservation), although the therapy did show improvement in latency of Visually Evoked Potentials, which was one of the trials secondary endpoints (NCT01721161). The second study, a Phase II BIIB033 trial in relapsing-remitting MS (NCT018641487) was recently reported to have missed its primary endpoint.
RXR agonists
Retinoid X nuclear receptors (RXRs) and especially RXR, were found to have increased levels of expression in transcriptional profiling of remyelinating focal toxic lesions, clustering together with other genes related to oligodendrocyte differentiation. Upon further analysis, it was revealed that pharmacologically antagonizing RXR inhibited OPC differentiation and myelination in vitro. Furthermore, stimulation of RXR through administration of the RXR agonist, 9cis retinoic acid (9cRA) accelerated remyelination in aged animals (Huang et al, 2011 ).Subsequently, it was shown that activation of the VDR-RXR heterodimer enhances OPC differentiation in vitro, and pharmacologically blocking VDR impaired remyelination, and partially abrogated the 9cisRA effect on OPC differentiation in vitro .
These findings underscore the importance of RXR signaling in the regenerative phase of MS, as well as the well documented role of vitamin D in disease susceptibility (Burton and Costello, 2015) .
However, RXR signaling in the CNS is not restricted only to oligodendrocyte lineage cells. A recent study by Natrajan et al. (2015) has shown that RXR also influences macrophages in the CNS. Previously it had been established that aged macrophages and monocytes within the lesion are not as efficient in myelin debris phagocytosis as young monocytes (Ruckh et al., 2012; see above) . When the transcriptional profile of these cells was compared to young ones, the expression levels of genes related to the RXR pathway were found to be significantly decreased.
Furthermore, when RXR signaling was stimulated in these cells, through treatment with bexarotene (an RXR agonist), these cells displayed a rejuvenated phenotype, which much improved myelin clearance. As predicted by these experiments, when animals with monocyte specific RXR knockout were subject to a focal demyelinative lesion, remyelination was delayed, most probably due to a delayed clearance of myelin debris (Natrajan et al, 2015) . This study provided a second, indirect, oligodendroglia independent way in which RXR signaling 20 stimulation could augment remyelination. On top of this, stimulating RXR in EAE was shown to improve EAE symptoms, via T cell modulation (Chandraratna et al. 2016 ).
As RXR agonists are extensively studied for therapeutic use in cancer and metabolic disease, with one, bexarotene, already in clinical use, RXR signaling seems to be a very attractive therapeutic target for enhancing remyelination, especially due to its multi-targeted beneficial actions. No clinical trials have been publicized to date, but experimental evidence makes a clinical trial very likely in the foreseeable future.
Drug repurposing for remyelination
An alternative way of finding interventions enhancing remyelination is to screen libraries of already existent FDA approved compounds or track comorbid patient data for potential remyelinating effects of drugs already in clinical use. This approach has the advantage of circumventing the need for safety evaluation of the treatment, and greatly facilitates the introduction into clinical trials. However, this often means the mechanisms of action for the intervention are unclear at the time of the discovery, and sometimes these compounds turn out to act in ways other than enhancing remyelination.
One interesting example of this is fingolimod (FT7720). Fingolimod was the first approved oral disease modifying drug for relapsing remitting MS (Brinkmann et al, 2010) . It was assumed to act though attenuating inflammation in MS, as it was shown to inhibit lymphocyte dissemination from secondary lymphoid organs in EAE, through chronic binding and irreversible internalization of sphingosine-1-phosphate receptors (Kataoka et al, 2005; Papadopoulos et al, 2010) . However, further experiments also revealed its unexpected cytoprotective effects on oligodendroglia. Fingolimod was found to protect oligodendrocytes in culture and in toxic lesions Kim et al, 2011) and to enhance remyelination in cerebellar slice cultures (Moyon et al , 2010) . In light of these findings, and the fact that fingolimod slows brain atrophy in RRMS (Barkhof et al, 2014) , a phase III clinical trial of fingolimod on primary progressive MS was set up. Unfortunately, it failed to find a therapeutic effect (Lublin et al, 2016) . However, the established therapeutic benefits of fingolimod may well be due to its action on oligodendroglia as well due to its immunomodulatory properties.
A systematic approach was recently employed in a large scale phenotypic screen of drugs with a proven clinical safety profile. These compounds were tested on mouse epiblast stem cell derived OPCs, and screened for extent of differentiation enhancement in vitro, by image quantification of myelin protein expression. This screen resulted in the identification of many compounds including clobetasole and miconasole -both in current clinical use for other indications. Follow-up studies confirmed differentiation enhancement by these drugs in organotypic cerebellar slice cultures, developmental myelination, and in a toxin demyelination model, and proposed a mechanism of action for both drugs, promoting them as likely targets for clinical studies (Najm et al, 2015) .
Another high-throughput screen, conducted on primary rat optic nerve derived OPC cultures similarly aimed to find OPC differentiation enhancing drugs by measuring MBP expression in cultured cells treated with around 100 000 different active compounds (Deschmukh et al, 2013) . Benztropine, a muscarinic antagonist used clinically in Parkinson's Disease treatment, was found among the most effective differentiation accelerating substances, and its effects were confirmed in EAE and cuprizone animal models. Antimuscarinic compounds were also implicated as myelination enhancers in a novel screening approach using micropillar arrays, engineered specifically to optimize high throughput OPC differentiation screens (Mei et al, 2014) . Here, the authors validated the efficacy of Clemastine, an antihistamine with antimuscarinic properties, and confirmed that it promoted remyelination in the rodent lysolecithin model. Based on convergent evidence from both, FDA approved antimuscarinic agents will most likely be considered for clinical trials in the near future.
Autoantibodies -the solution from within
An interesting approach to enhancing remyelination is through the use of autoantibodies.
These naturally occurring antibodies, present in the serum in the absence of stimulation by foreign antigens, have been found in almost all vertebrate species. First reported in 1966 (Boyden, 1966) , antibodies are regarded as systemic surveillance molecules that have been found to prevent autoimmunity by enforcing B-cell central tolerance induction (Nguyen et al 2015) . In contrast to conventional antibodies, autoantibodies bind to diverse antigens with low affinity and exhibit a short half-life.
Remyelination enhancing autoantibodies were discovered by accident, when antibodies against myelin components were found to enhance remyelination in TMV infected animals (Lang et al 1984 , Rodriguez et al 1987 rather than worsen the disease. Following from this, autoantibodies to oligodendrocytes and myelin were found in human serum samples. After the confirmation of remyelination enhancement in vivo by 2 of the discovered autoantibodies, the var sequence of one of them was cloned to generate a humanized monoclonal antibody rHIgM22 (Mitsunaga et al, 2002; Warrington et al, 2007) . The antibody was found to act by inhibiting apoptosis and oligodendrocyte differentiation as part of an extracellular complex containing PDGFr, V3 integrin and Lyn kinase (Watzlawik et al, 2010) . rHIgM22 promoted survival and proliferation of OPCs in vitro, but only in mixed brain cultures and not in pure OPC cultures-underscoring the importance of factors released by other glial cells in the antibody complex activation (Watzlawik et al, 2013) .
Phase I trials confirmed the predictions of these antibodies being very safe and well tolerated. The presence of Ab at the lesion site (and hence their efficient crossing of the bloodbrain barrier) was confirmed by finding the Ab in CSF samples of every patient in the trial (NCT01803867). Following the success of safety trials, phase II trials are highly anticipated, especially as rHIg22 is one of the few clinically trialed remyelination enhancers that seem to act by promoting OPC survival and enhancing proliferation, rather than supporting differentiation.
Concluding remarks
Remyelination is a remarkable example of CNS regeneration. Studying the biology of this process, along with the conditions in which it fails, has led to important discoveries that are increasingly likely to become translatable into disease modifying therapies. Crucially, in 23 acquired demyelinating disorders, it seems that remyelination failure is not insurmountable, and enhancing endogenous remyelination by therapeutic intervention may soon be achievable.
A continued effort to identify the essential pathways and downstream effectors of the OPC differentiation process is needed to increase the range of potential therapeutic targets.
Although we now know more than ever before about remyelination, questions still remain.
Is remyelination as robust as developmental myelination in terms of supporting long term axonal integrity? Can remyelination capacity be irreversibly exhausted? Is Schwann cell remyelination in the CNS a desired phenomenon? These and other questions will need to be answered, before we can fully comprehend the nature and harness the function of endogenous remyelination.
